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When in Rome, do as Audrey Hepburn would do. Failing that, run off with your ex-boyfriend, carry
suspicious packages through customs, and lie to the person who loves you. . . .

Georgie Beauchamp is totally happy and in love with her wonderful, dependable boyfriend, David. So why
does she always daydream about running into her gorgeous ex-boyfriend Mike? It can’t mean she’s still in
love with him—especially since the cad dumped her so horribly. As luck would have it, when Georgie’s
daydream actually comes true, she is dressed in unglamorous sweats and carrying a curtain rod down the
street, while Mike is driving an expensive sports car and looking better than Brad Pitt at the Oscars. She
longs to have the glamorous life Mike can offer—and starts to think that he might want her back in his arms.

But when he invites her for a weekend in Rome, Georgie is torn. David has always said he’d take her there
for the romantic getaway of a lifetime, but his work keeps him totally tied up. So she must choose: David, all
comfort and reliability, or Mike, all flirtation and butterfly-stomachs. The decision isn’t too hard to make,
and faster than she can say Vespa, she’s off to Rome with Mike, full of plans to frolic on the Spanish Steps
and sip wine in intimate trattorias. But when David shows up unexpectedly, this roman holiday gets a hell of
a lot more complicated. . . .

From the Trade Paperback edition.
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From reader reviews:

Steve Garcia:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be up-date about what going on or information even
knowledge to make all of them keep up with the era and that is always change and progress. Some of you
maybe will update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming to
anyone is you don't know what one you should start with. This When in Rome... is our recommendation so
you keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and need in this era.

Nellie Ferguson:

This When in Rome... are usually reliable for you who want to be described as a successful person, why. The
explanation of this When in Rome... can be among the great books you must have is actually giving you
more than just simple studying food but feed a person with information that probably will shock your prior
knowledge. This book is handy, you can bring it almost everywhere and whenever your conditions at e-book
and printed types. Beside that this When in Rome... giving you an enormous of experience such as rich
vocabulary, giving you trial run of critical thinking that we realize it useful in your day exercise. So , let's
have it appreciate reading.

Eunice Randle:

The reason why? Because this When in Rome... is an unordinary book that the inside of the book waiting for
you to snap it but latter it will zap you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book close to it was
fantastic author who write the book in such wonderful way makes the content inside of easier to understand,
entertaining approach but still convey the meaning thoroughly. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this any more or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of
advantages than the other book include such as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking
approach. So , still want to hold up having that book? If I ended up you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Kimberly Moore:

You can obtain this When in Rome... by browse the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it may
to be your solve issue if you get difficulties on your knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not only
simply by written or printed and also can you enjoy this book by e-book. In the modern era like now, you
just looking by your local mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your current
ways to get more information about your e-book. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your
knowledge are still up-date. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.
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